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LSGI scholars contribute to Nation’s Chang’e-6 historic lunar far-side sampling mission, 

marking a magnificent chapter in the Nation’s aerospace history 

 

Prof. WU Bo, Fiona Cheung Professor in Spatial Science, Associate Head of the Department of 

Land Surveying and Geo-Informatics (LSGI), and Associate Director of the Research Centre for 

Deep Space Explorations (RCDSE), and his research team have been instrumental in the successful 

completion of the world’s first lunar far-side sampling for the Chang’e-6 lunar exploration mission 

from the Lunar Sample Management Office under the China National Space Administration’s 

Lunar Exploration and Space Engineering Centre. A press event sharing this achievement was held 

on 3 July at the PolyU. 

Prof. Wu and his research team including Dr Wang Xing, Postdoctoral Fellow of LSGI, and Dr 

Sergey Krasilnikov, Research Assistant Professor of LSGI are actively engaged in the lunar 

exploration mission. They will delve into groundbreaking research on "Finding Water in Lunar 

Soil" through microstructural analysis of the lunar regolith, shedding insights into soil formation on 

the Moon's surface and the lunar water resources. The PolyU research team has successfully 

obtained two distinct lunar soil samples: a surface soil sample weighing 400 milligrams, collected 

by PolyU’s Surface Sampling and Packing System; and a subsurface soil sample totaling 42.6 

milligrams. Leveraging their extensive expertise in photogrammetry and related geospatial 

technologies, the research team has made invaluable contributions to this historic achievement. 

Prof. Wu Bo highlighted that the PolyU research team successfully obtained lunar soil samples 

from the National Astronomical Observatories in Beijing, which they have brought back to the 

PolyU campus for further analysis. He expressed the team's delight in securing these valuable 

samples, which will provide important scientific insights. Prof. Wu stated that the interdisciplinary 

PolyU team has extensive experience in space missions, with research embracing areas such as 

lunar geological research, topographic and geomorphological analysis of landing sites, 

development and manufacturing of space payloads, in-depth analysis of lunar soil samples, and 

space resource utilization. Prof. Wu emphasized the team's eagerness to leverage their research 

strengths to deliver additional impactful contributions to innovation and technological advancement 

in Hong Kong and the Nation. 

The achievements of the PolyU LSGI scholars in the Chang’e-6 lunar far-side sampling mission 

have not only marked a significant milestone in the nation’s aerospace history but also paved the 

way for future advancements in space resource utilization and lunar research. As the nation 

continues to prioritize manned lunar landing and the return of Mars samples, the PolyU team stands 

ready to make further valuable contributions to the nation's ambitious space exploration 

endeavours. 

University Press release: 
English - https://polyu.me/4bsw5bt; Chinese - https://polyu.me/4bx27TL 
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Media coverage (4 July 2024):  

 

TVB - https://polyu.me/45MP0wB 

Now TV - https://polyu.me/3W7ZaVj 

iCable - https://polyu.me/3VIjMlm  

Phoenix TV - https://polyu.me/3zwFNfS 

(Cantonese); https://polyu.me/3RPcHi4 

(Mandarin) 

RTHK - https://polyu.me/3W5DEAm 

(English); https://polyu.me/3W6mNgV 

(Chinese) 

CRHK - https://polyu.me/45MSXBr 

SCMP - https://polyu.me/3RW7SUa  

The Standard - https://polyu.me/4bxh6x4 

China Daily - https://polyu.me/3L9uWL5 

ECNS - https://polyu.me/3Lvudo1 

Oriental Daily News - 

https://polyu.me/45P46RY 

Ming Pao Daily News - 

https://polyu.me/3RTxG3k 

Hong Kong Economic Journal - 

https://polyu.me/467s4Zb 

Hong Kong Economic Times - 

https://polyu.me/3RTZmoz 

Sing Tao Daily - https://polyu.me/4cq5b5b 

am730 - https://polyu.me/3VS0OJ7 

Headline Daily - https://polyu.me/3Lbpsj9 

Ta Kung Pao - https://polyu.me/3W4Vy6l; 

https://polyu.me/3XKF0lq; 

https://polyu.me/45OKfCE; 

https://polyu.me/3XQIiDS; 

https://polyu.me/3L7bVct 

Wen Wei Po - https://polyu.me/4cNjelf; 

https://polyu.me/4bpkutK; 

https://polyu.me/4cPuu0j 

Hong Kong Commercial Daily - 

https://polyu.me/4cnWlFp 

HK01 - https://polyu.me/3xMiG0b 

Unwire.hk - https://polyu.me/3zD9cVp 

Orange News - https://polyu.me/4csSp62; 

https://polyu.me/45PmnPa 

Yahoo HK - https://polyu.me/4cOTgxB 

Bastille Post - https://polyu.me/4cLuzCp; 

https://polyu.me/4csfupp; 

https://polyu.me/4bpq7Io 

Dot Dot News - https://polyu.me/3Laaeeb; 

https://polyu.me/4cnVCUs; 

https://polyu.me/3xUkzI2 

Line Today - https://polyu.me/3W8slrm 

Sina HK - https://polyu.me/4bsyHpN 

Macau Times - https://polyu.me/4eRrKkY 

Jornal Ka Vio - https://polyu.me/4eQo9nu 

Xinhua Net - https://polyu.me/3xyFWid 

Hong Kong China News Agency - 

https://polyu.me/3L9VPyF; 

https://polyu.me/3W81xYd 

China News Service - 

https://polyu.me/3VOePrs; 

https://polyu.me/3VQXAWp 

ifeng.com - https://polyu.me/3L75XYW 

Global News - https://polyu.me/3zpIlMB 

SZ News - https://polyu.me/45UVARx 

Science Net - https://polyu.me/3L8fUVU 

歐洲時報 - https://polyu.me/4coSVlv 

中新經緯 - https://polyu.me/3zrwL3v 

南方 Plus - https://polyu.me/4eNNwGo; 

https://polyu.me/3L8mD2r 

East Money - https://polyu.me/3XQ1FNd; 

https://polyu.me/4cPUM2N 

NetEase - https://polyu.me/3RP6FOn 

Mini Eastday - 

https://polyu.me/3RV6RM5 

Sohu - https://polyu.me/4csIhdz 

Toutiao - https://polyu.me/4bsJZKH; 

https://polyu.me/4eLuoc7 

qq - https://polyu.me/3xIfAu2 

Yidianzixun - https://polyu.me/3W7wHyH 

貴陽網 - https://polyu.me/3XJIB3b 

快資訊 - https://polyu.me/4cqw6y1 

藍鯨財經 - https://polyu.me/3La2wRj 

荊楚網 - https://polyu.me/3RSxDVp 

齊魯網 - https://polyu.me/3RRajXO
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